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Quantum Circuit Model 
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• temporal sequence of  

transformations (logical gates) 

  

• the background time or definite 

causal structure exists  

 

• the correlations respect definite 

causal order: either signalling 

correlations for the “time-like” 

or no-signalling correlations for 

the “space-like” separated 

transformations. 



1. Is definite causal structure a necessary pre-assumption or does 

it follow from more primitive concepts? 

 

2. Is it possible to arrive at quantum computational models that do 

not require notions of an underlying space-time or definite 

causal structure? 

 

3. Can one have “superpositions of causal structures” and what 

new phenomenology would follow from them?  

 

Questions 

Find a general framework for probabilistic theories with no pre-existing 

causal structure. 
 L. Hardy arXiv:gr-qc/0509120,  

Probability Theories with Dynamic Causal Structure: 

A New Framework for Quantum Gravity  



Outline 

 Operational Approach 
 
 Definite causal structures → causally ordered (spatial and 

temporal) correlations: joint state, channel, channel with 
memory 

 
 Framework for correlations without assuming definite 

causal structures 
 

 Causal game → winning strategy with “non-causal” 
correlations 
 

 Conclusions 
 

  
 



Quantum Circuit Model - 
- closer look 



Operational approach 

Output 

Input 

One out of a set of possible  

transformations is performed.  

A system enters the lab. 

The system exits the lab. 

This is the only way how the labs interact with the “outside world”. 

Clock 

… 

… 

„Process“  

(„catalogue of our knowledge“) 



Operational approach 

No prior assumption of pre-existing causal structure, in particular 

of the pre-existing background time. 

Alice 

Bob 

… 

… 

Joint „Process“                   



Sharing a joint state; No signalling 

 

Bipartite state 



Sending a state from B to A; Possibility of signalling 

 

 

Channel B→A 



Sending a state from A to B; Possibility of signalling 

 

 

Channel A→B 



Most general causally ordered situation; Signaling possible 

Mixtures of different orders also possible 

Channel with memory 



Main premise 

Transformations = completely positive (CP)  
trace non increasing maps 

Local descriptions agree with quantum mechanics 

Local algebra in both labs   

Convex Mixtures 

Distributivity 

Probabilities are linear functions of CP maps 

j 

Completely positive trace 
preserving map (CPTP) 



Two parties 

Probabilities are bilinear functions of the CP maps 

Question: how to characterize the most 
general probability distributions? 



Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism 

CP maps Bipartite positive operators 

Maximally entangled state 

Examples 

Projection on a pure state         
and its repreparation Preparation of a new state 



Bipartite probabilities 

Bilinear functions of CP maps Bilinear functions of  

positive operators 

Representation 

„Process“ Matrix  



Bipartite probabilities 

1. Probability positive: 

2. Probability 1 on all CPTP maps: 

ancillary entangled state do not fix the causal order 

POPT 

H. Barnum, C. A. Fuchs, J. M. Renes, and A. Wilce, 

arXiv:quant-ph/0507108v1 



Example: Bipartite state 

Sharing a joint state, 

No signalling 



Example: Channel B→A 

Sending a state from B to A, 

Possibility of signalling 



Possiblity of signaling 

Channel with memory 



Causal order - notation 



Terms appearing in process matrix 

… 

1. Probability positive  & 2. Unit probability on all CPTP maps  



Do all possible processes W respect 

definite causal order?  

Signalling only from 

A to B or causally 

independent 

Most general causally separable situation:                             

probabilistic mixture of ordered ones: 

Signalling only from 

B to A or causally 

independent 



Causal Game  

a 

x 

• Alice is given bit a and Bob bit b. 

• Alice produces x and Bob y, which are their best guesses for 

the value of the bit given to the other. 

• Bob is given an additional bit b‘ that tells him whether he 

should guess her bit (b’=1) or she should guess his bit (b’=0).  

• The goal is to maximize the probability for correct guess:  

Guess x is produced 

in local time before 

bit a is given 

b„ 



Causally ordered situation 

a 

y 
b 

x 

Global Time 



The probability of success is 

This process cannot be realized 

as a probabilistic mixture of 

causally ordered situations! 

Causally non-separable situation 

“Tsirlason bound for non-

causal correlations” ?? 



A causally non-separable example 

Bob effectively „sees“: 

Alice„s CP map: 

Not seen by Bob Choosen by Alice 

Bob receives the state: 

If Bob wants to read (b‘ = 1), he measures in the z basis and achieves 

Measurement Repreparation 



A causally non-separable example 

Bob„s CP map: 

Not seen by Alice 

Measurement Repreparation 
If Bob wants to send (b‘ = 0) 

The encoding correlated 

with the detection result 

Alice receives the state 

She can read Bob„s sent bit with probability 



Where to look for non-causal processes? 

1. Closed time-like curves?: The entire process W is such that 

the information is sent back in time through a noisy channel.  

1. “Superpositions of space-time”?  



Conclusions 

• [Not shown]: In the classical limit all correlations are causally 
ordered 

 

• Unified framework for both signalling (“time-like”) and non-
signalling (“space-like”) quantum correlations 

 

• Situations where a causal ordering between laboratory 
operations is not definite → Suggests that causal ordering 
might not be a necessary element of quantum theory 

 

• What one needs to do in the lab to realize the “processes”? 
Beyond the circuit computational model?  
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Terms not appearing in process matrix 

… 


